Room A
Vendors
   Eli’s Software Encyclopedia
   Emmy Bear Retro
   Jamie Lendino Books
   Jeff's Vintage Electronics
   Tech Dungeon

Room B
Exhibitors
   80's Luggables
   Clones of South America
   Dave's Retro Video Lab
   Doing more with less with GEOS
   Dutch Computers (Home Computer Museum)
   FujiNet: The First Five Years
   Fun with a DMD 5620
   Graphics on Serial Terminals
   Heathkit Corner
   more Motorola MC88k processor unix workstations
   Pushing Heathkit to New Heights
   RCA COSMAC 1802 Computers
   The Plot Thickens: Pen Plotter History and Artistry

Vendors
   Amiga of Rochester
   Happy Hardwear
   RETRO Innovations
Room C
Exhibitors
   40 Years of Macintosh
   BigBadBench- repairs and restorations
   Colorful Apples and Weird Systems
   DEC PDP-11/03 and Tektronix Color Graphics
   Early IBM Midrange from The System Source Computer Museum
   Genericable
   IBM's Odd Duck: The Life and Times of the PCjr
   iiiDIY Cleaning Station
   Interactive Core Memory - Core16 and Core64
   Macs & Hacs
   Modern Add-Ons for Classic Amigas!
   OS What-Ifs: Two 90s Operating Systems That Never Made It
   PDP-8 Computer Art
   Revisited: Classic GVP & Amiga Hardware
   The Seequa and the Homebrew, Two Z80 Computers
   The Serial Port
   Think Different: The Legacy of Apple’s RISC Revolution
   TRS-80 Model II Boards Collection
   VCFed: The History of The Gui

Room D
Exhibitors
   NABU PC
   Never Obsolete - The race to the bottom
   PiDP-10: replica of DEC's PDP-10 and the MIT AI Lab
   Usagi Electric - Hawk Drive Restoration [Sunday only]

Vendors
   J&M Consulting, Inc